THIN CLIENTS DESIGNED TO MOVE AT THE PACE OF HEALTHCARE

Lenovo’s simple but powerful thin client design is made for today’s modern healthcare workplace. From ambulatory to acute facilities, inpatient to outpatient workflows, face-to-face to virtual care delivery — Lenovo thin clients move at the pace of healthcare.

INNOVATIVE CONFIGURE-TO-PURPOSE SOLUTIONS

Lenovo’s ThinkCentre® M715q, M625q and 14W thin clients power flexible, secure and compliant healthcare virtualization at every point across the enterprise. Our unique configure-to-purpose devices enable IT teams to simply and quickly deploy virtualization solutions tailored to specific use cases, workflows and users. No more overpowered or underpowered products that can’t easily adapt to the changing demands of your clinical, diagnostic or business environments.

LENOVO THIN CLIENTS

The Power to Scale, the Intelligence to Manage

REIMAGINE THE POWER OF A CONNECTED, VIRTUALIZED HEALTHCARE ENTERPRISE

Life happens fast, and it happens everywhere. We believe the best care is delivered when data and application connections build freedom, not boundaries.

Lenovo thin clients simplify and streamline device selection, deployment and management, enabling IT teams to securely and compliantly deliver agile engagement points that mobilize healthcare data and applications across the healthcare ecosystem.

UNLOCK PRODUCTIVITY AND USER SATISFACTION WITH TAP-AND-GO INTELLIGENCE FROM IMPRIVATA™

Provide context-specific tap-and-go single sign-on access at every connection point with Imprivata Certified solutions.

• Strong authentication and SSO — providers can access their desktops and applications with just the tap of a badge or swipe of a fingerprint.
• Context and location-specific data access — puts intelligence and security on the front lines of patient care.
• HIPAA, HITECH, and PHI compliant data access — at every device access point.
• Rapid, secure thin client access — unlocks productivity and user satisfaction.

Learn more at www.Lenovo.com/Health
LENOVO THIN CLIENT MANAGEMENT — MANAGES WINDOWS THIN CLIENTS FROM EVERY VENDOR

Lenovo thin clients simplify healthcare engagement and streamline thin client management across connected departments, enterprises and regions.

- **Intuitive configure-to-purpose** devices align to care delivery workflows and clinical user expectations.
- **Effortless, low and no-touch device management** reduces downtime and speeds deployment.
- **Built-in security** protects and defends applications and patient data in compliance with industry privacy regulations.

LENOVO LTM™ SIMPLIFIES AND STREAMLINES THIN CLIENT MANAGEMENT

- **Centrally manage** groups of thin clients, whether operating in simple or complex environments, including Windows Embedded thin clients from other vendors.
- **Web-based console powers access** from any server-connected device. Easily push certificates and software updates to every device — instantly.
- **Every device, every vendor.** Lenovo remote configuration upgrades, clones, and shadows users, no matter which client they access.

From data-heavy clinical and diagnostic data analysis to tap-and-go kiosk checkpoints, Lenovo thin clients support healthcare.

Learn more at [www.Lenovo.com/Health](http://www.Lenovo.com/Health)
EXPERIENCE RAPID, STANDARDIZED, ENTERPRISE-READY THIN CLIENT VERSATILITY

Powerfully simple scalability to rapidly and easily deploy and manage thousands of devices across your connected enterprise.

• **Slide-to-live in seconds** with Lenovo’s Tiny-in-One modular desktop that brings thin clients to life. Compatible with all thin clients — repurpose any desktop in seconds.

• **Streamlined cabling** minimizes footprints and reduces deployment time.

• **Inherent security protects** access to protected PHI data while delivering compliance with all healthcare patient data security standards.

THIN CLIENTS THAT MEET YOUR UNIQUE NEEDS

From zero-footprint clients to cloud desktops, Lenovo’s robust portfolio of thin clients responds to the demands of your workspace, your employees, your patients, and your business model.

To learn more about Lenovo’s thin client solutions, contact your local Lenovo Account Representative or Business Partner. Learn more about Lenovo’s offerings and how they can work for your healthcare organization by visiting [www.Lenovo.com/Health](http://www.Lenovo.com/Health).

Learn more at [www.Lenovo.com/Health](http://www.Lenovo.com/Health)
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